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Abstract. This paper discusses from the computational point of view the convergence and error 
bounds of monotone iterative methods for mildly nonlinear differential equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The method of upper and lower solutions is an important and fruitful technique for prov- 
ing existence results for nonlinear differential equations. It also leads to a construction of 
monotone iterative procedures for numerical solutions of nonlinear problems, for instance 
[l-4]. 
In this paper, we examine monotone schemes for a second order elliptic boundary value 
problem (BVP) 
-Lu= f(z,u), in s1 C Rm 
I 
0) 
au= 4, on dQ 
where L = Cmi,j,ioij(z) e + Cmi=ibi(z) & + ( ) c 2 is strictly uniformly elliptic in 
R, and f?u = p(x)u+q(z) & (au/a n d enotes the normal derivative of u). Our results, espe- 
cially Theorem 2.1, however, can be easily extended to the corresponding mildly nonlinear 
problems of ordinary differential equations, or parabolic and hyperbolic partial differential 
equations. 
2. CONVERGENT PROPERTY AND ERROR BOUND 
Consider the BVP problem (l), we assume that the boundary dS1 and the coefficient 
functions aij, bi,c, f,p, q, 4 satisfy certain appropriate conditions such that the lower and 
upper solution sequences {w,}ooc, {w,}ooc can be constructed by the following iterative 
scheme [5, Ch. 31 
-Lu,+i= f(x,u,) - M(u,+l - s), in Q 
(2) 
ba+1= 4, on 80 
where M satisfies the relation 
f(x, w) - f(x, u2) L -Af(w - w), (3) 
whenever 210 2 u2 5 211 2 ~0. wc, 2~0 E C2(n) are the starting lower and upper solutions 
in which 210 _< wo and 
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Then it can be proven that the sequences {v,.,} and {ur,} converge monotonically to p, T 
respectively. Moreover, p, r are the minimal and maximal solutions of the BVP (1). 
Now we are concerned with the numerical solution of the BVP (1) by a monotone tech- 
nique. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only the lower solution sequence. Assume 
that TJO is a given lower solution and &, is a uniform mesh for 52. By the application of a 
discretization technique to the problem (2), we obtain the difference equations (including 
the boundary conditions) as follows 
(-Lh + M)&+l =fh(~h,di,)+Mdt,, n=o,l,... . (4) 
For the convergence and error bound of the grid function sequence {?~h~}oo,,=c, we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the right-hand side function f(z,u) of Eq. (1) satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition about u with the Lipschitz constant L, and a consistent and stable 
difference scheme which is accurate of order k is employed for Eq. (4). Then {vh,}ooo 
converges monotonically (with oscillation O(hk)) to the grid function Ph(zh), where Ph(zh) 
is the restriction of the minimal solution p(z) of Eq. (1) on the mesh fib. Moreover, when 
n is sufficiently large, we have the error estimate 
Iluh, - i’h(lh)ll 5 chk, 
where c is a constant, and II . II denotes a vector norm. 
(5) 
PROOF: Let i7h,+l be the solution of 
(-L + M)%+l = fh(zh, %,h) + M%,h, n=O,l,... , 
where Vn,h is the restriction of v,, on nh. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that llvho - vO,hll < clhk. Then 
livhl - Ph(zh)ll 5 lbhl - ‘Ul,hll + llvl,h - PhII 
I llvh - fihll + ll~h - qhll + lIvl,h - Phil. 
By the stability of the difference scheme 
llwh - Ehll 5 c211(fh(zh, who) -t Mvho) - (fh(Xh, uO,h) + kfvo,h)ll 
5 cz(L + Wllvho - vO,hll 
2 cshk. 
Since the difference equation (6) is accurate of order k 
ll~h - wl,hll L c&k. 
Hence 
]]vhl - Ph(zh)jj 5 jj’Jl,h - ph(lh)ll + chk. 
It is easy to verify by induction that 
llh - Ph(zh)ll 5 (1 %,h - Ph(Zh)ll+ chk. 
(6) 
Since {21n,h} is pointwise increasingly convergent to @,(zh) on the ah, {vhn} will mono- 
tonically converge to ph(Zh) (with oscillation size O(hk)). When n is sufficiently large, we 
obtain the error estimation Eq. (5). This completes the proof. 
Even though the rate of convergence of a monotone iteration is linear. In practice, there 
exists some techniques to accelerate the convergence [1,2,4]. The key of accelerating the 
convergent rate depends on the determination of the operator A4 in Eq. (2), which in turns 
strongly depends upon the problem itself. In Theorem 2.2, we discuss one special case, 
in which the coefficient functions and the boundary Xl of the problem (1) are sufficiently 
smooth, c(z) 5 0, p and q are nonnegative and do not vanish simultaneously. Under these 
conditions, the BVP (1) has a unique classical solution ‘u* and we can apply the global 
a ptiori Schauder estimate for the monotone solutions of Eq. (1). 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let {vn} b e a lower solution sequence defined as in Eq. (2). Suppose 
that f(e,u) is a nonincreasing function with respect to U. At the nth iterative step, let 
M = &(z) = -v yin,* flU(z, U) = -f/,(z, fiin), where V, 5 tin 2 u * . Then the rate of 
n_ _ 
convergence of {v,} is quadratic. 
PROOF: The choice of M satisfies the condition stated in Eq. (3). Now, introduce the error 
functions e, = o, - u * . It is evident that Be, = 0, n = 1,2,. . . . From Eqs. (1) and (2), 
we have 
( - ~2 + &(+))e,+l = f(t, Vn) - f(+, u*) + Mn(z)en 
= (fh(2, vn + he,) - fb(2, %))e, 
= 03f&,(t,v, + &en)&, 
where -1 < &, & < 0, -1 < e3 < 1. 
Therefore, we conclude by Schauder’s estimate [6] that there exists a constant c such that 
Ilen+ll12 i cllfhu(~, vn + b+%112 5 cllenl122, 
where lIen(e = ,<E<, ~pM~N. 
_a_ 
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